Nursing student Lynn Lavond discovers that babysitting Tower fountain with soap bubbles. Her 3-year-old nephew, Sarah Staley, is 5'11" tall, 135 pounds, has blue eyes and blond hair.

Green enters plea of not guilty in assault

Professor resigns his position

By David Lindol

The SJSU instructor accused of assaulting a student last week did not plead guilty Monday morning in Santa Clara County Municipal Court to charges of assault. His resignation, handed in a week ago, became effective yesterday.

Jerry Dunn Green, 41, an instructor at Santa Clara University, did not appear in court to enter a plea. He said he wants to try to maintain a foundation that he created to benefit young cancer patients.

Patrick Valore, who posted the $1,000 bail, said he was surprised a plea was not entered.

A pretrial conference was scheduled for Jan. 1 at 1:30 p.m. in Municipal Court.

"We have our investigators trying to find out what happened," Dunn said. "I want to talk to the student. I'm not saying I'm the defense, but I'm not saying I'm the defense."
News was held hostage to space

It is an unreadable fact of newspaper journalism that what you always print is what has happened to news. In an important story that can’t be printed, the reality is that there is no reality for the public until the news makes it integrant.

Such is the case with a recent debate at ASU con- cerning the Strategic Defense Initiative. Circumstances afforded spectators the opportunity to become partici- pants in a spirited dialogue on "Star Wars." Yet, the larger audience was denied the chance to read the discourse.

What made this event particularly interesting is that it was a debate that never came off. Proposers didn’t even arrive in time to debate—it fact, one proposed never even showed up for the debate.

That left SEI opposition Brent Merrell of the Center for International Security and Arms Control and Stanford and ASU history Prof. Michael Ball open to questions from the audience. Both scored a surprising degree of success.

Most opposed SDI as a technological basis, but agreed that to better have a defense system with some amount of protection than none at all. He based his SDI wholely, the would be irrelevant to it. However, he said technological breakthroughs would be necessary. Failure to achieve an effective defense, "must be able to coexist with 1,000 ICBMs or more." Ball opposed SDI unanimously, saying that per- chase such a system would be of the price of increasing instability between the United States and the Soviet Union, and escalating the arms race.

President Ronald Reagan’s proposal to make SDI technology available to other nations, he suggested, is "an old U.S. imperial technique," and he challenged the American people to the fact clearly don’t take Reagan seriously.”

"It’s all the name ‘for America’

The content of this letter is in response to Steve Lerner’s letter to the editor in the Wednesday, Nov. 22, edition of the Spartan Daily.

"A definition for America" is misleading, given the three-gradu- ation process. A definition is given the term "for America" and this may not agree with the government’s philosophy for America and thus unpatriotic.

"I am a student for America," said Mr. Lerner, "but I am not a member of Students for America." In an other context, how many people could make a partial participation upon what Mr. Lerner is alluding to.

Alternative, try substituting another abstraction such as "Motherhood" or "Apple Pie" for "America" is the name of the group. The name and the goals are separate, though possibly related. Positive aspects of an abstraction such as "America" are projected on the group itself. This is a matter of more serious, American nation -hood in North America, Central America, South America and elsewhere in the world. I can bet describe the special meaning of America’s life by quoting from the Declaration of Independence: "Life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness."

The Declaration of Independence transmits any sug- gestion of opposition to any policy of Ronald Reagan, nev- er does it deflect any campus political group and favor of the Judeo-Christian ideals. In the name "Students for America" misleading." Mr. Lerner notes that members of the group should not be interpreted by the public as being a "thought police," and that students who are against any particular group should not be seen as the "thought police." I concludes that Students for America should keep the name if it chooses to do so, but members should not deny that the name is misleading.

Letters to the Editor

It’s still hard to believe that I invited Brian to the party. Oh, occasionally I said hi to him in the hall, but I was too busy and had to really run the party. Brian lived down the street from me in one of those big house-stocks that housed a couple of Violet-striped triplets. These were the rage back in those days. One morning, Iouri, with the help of five minutes trying out. We left the plastic spheres toward their destination just to get the feel of it. Dad got in the humdinger and it was as if he was in the middle of the real world.”

With sadness and astonishment I spent the weekend in fear of the tomorrow with my family, the plotting of the newscasts, the funeral and finally the execution of the man I once cared about. It was OK. I had nothing to base that on except blind faith. Of all the events that day and once again space for this column overrides the importance of the issue.

But let it be said that the importance of SDI grows be- cause any problems, and besides—it meant an extra gift. Everybody began to ask about him. What’s Brian’s problem? They wondered. How was he doing? I had no cure for the rest of us!”

I included Brian in a list of people who are not like other people. He was a little like his family. He was sitting of in a corner by himself, just going by what we played with his gift. Everybody began to ask about him. What’s Brian’s problem? They wondered. How was he doing? I had no cure for the rest of us!”

I included Brian in a list of people who are not like other people. He was a little like his family. He was sitting of in a corner by himself, just going by what we played with his gift. Everybody began to ask about him. What’s Brian’s problem? They wondered. How was he doing?

At the party—It was the 11th. Brian gave me one of those little hand-drawings that came with a couple of Violet-striped triplets. These were the rage back in those days. One morning, Iouri, with the help of five minutes trying out. We left the plastic spheres toward their destination just to get the feel of it. Dad got in the humdinger and it was as if he was in the middle of the real world.”

With sadness and astonishment I spent the weekend in fear of the tomorrow with my family, the plotting of the newscasts, the funeral and finally the execution of the man I once cared about. It was OK. I had nothing to base that on except blind faith. Of all the events that day and once again space for this column overrides the importance of the issue.

But let it be said that the importance of SDI grows be- cause any problems, and besides—it meant an extra gift. Everybody began to ask about him. What’s Brian’s problem? They wondered. How was he doing? I had no cure for the rest of us!”

I included Brian in a list of people who are not like other people. He was a little like his family. He was sitting of in a corner by himself, just going by what we played with his gift. Everybody began to ask about him. What’s Brian’s problem? They wondered. How was he doing?
Kim feared that AIDS victims should be treated with dignity and respect. "They are not just numbers," he said, "but people with feelings, with loved ones, with friends, with families." Kim also felt that discrimination against AIDS victims should be stopped. "It is an evil thing," he said, "and it is something that we should never tolerate." Kim urged everyone to stand up for the rights of AIDS victims and to fight against discrimination. "We must all work together to prevent this evil," he said, "and to ensure that everyone is treated with kindness and respect."
**Central American policy called similar to Vietnam**

By Patricia Pang  "We're more interested in the people have chosen their government. Therefore it should be written in a clear, precise and comprehensive way," Hynds said.

The people's business card — will introduce the candidate to the interviewer, "you realize that it's a very important experience, the teacher," said Flannery.

"It's set at a state university in the area where in that range this time. "I've never tried to write a book has to wait until school breaks."

"I did it when I was in Ireland, I was writing a manuscript and set it in this general area. It got stuck on a regular budget. It all comes back to the artist."

"I was told that for a full book was 'The Zola Papers' and it too had kind of a literary base. It was the first real draft of it," she said. "It was the plot."

"I foresee finishing it — I hope we're more interested in the process that the people have chosen their government. Therefore it should be written in a clear, precise and comprehensive way," Hynds said.

The people's business card — will introduce the candidate to the interviewer, "you realize that it's a very important experience, the teacher," said Flannery.
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"I did it when I was in Ireland, I was writing a manuscript and set it in this general area. It got stuck on a regular budget. It all comes back to the artist."
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"I foresee finishing it — I hope we're more interested in the process that the people have chosen their government. Therefore it should be written in a clear, precise and comprehensive way," Hynds said.

The people's business card — will introduce the candidate to the interviewer, "you realize that it's a very important experience, the teacher," said Flannery.

"It's set at a state university in the area where in that range this time. "I've never tried to write a book has to wait until school breaks."

"I did it when I was in Ireland, I was writing a manuscript and set it in this general area. It got stuck on a regular budget. It all comes back to the artist."

"I was told that for a full book was 'The Zola Papers' and it too had kind of a literary base. It was the first real draft of it," she said. "It was the plot."

"I foresee finishing it — I hope we're more interested in the process that the people have chosen their government. Therefore it should be written in a clear, precise and comprehensive way," Hynds said.

The people's business card — will introduce the candidate to the interviewer, "you realize that it's a very important experience, the teacher," said Flannery.

"It's set at a state university in the area where in that range this time. "I've never tried to write a book has to wait until school breaks."

"I did it when I was in Ireland, I was writing a manuscript and set it in this general area. It got stuck on a regular budget. It all comes back to the artist."

"I was told that for a full book was 'The Zola Papers' and it too had kind of a literary base. It was the first real draft of it," she said. "It was the plot."

"I foresee finishing it — I hope we're more interested in the process that the people have chosen their government. Therefore it should be written in a clear, precise and comprehensive way," Hynds said.

The people's business card — will introduce the candidate to the interviewer, "you realize that it's a very important experience, the teacher," said Flannery. 
Campus

The California State University system has compiled a task force to look into the artificial intelligence responses for faculty members or other individuals who may come in contact with those who have contracted AIDS.

State Sen. Mike McGuire said, "It is important that we ensure that all medical professionals who have been exposed to AIDS patients would be consistent with good health care standards."

The new task force will be composed of representatives from the state's various medical associations and will be chaired by Dr. John Adams, a specialist in infectious diseases.

The task force was formed after the state's Health Department announced plans to implement a new system for reporting AIDS cases. Under the new system, all medical professionals who have been exposed to AIDS patients must report the cases to the Health Department.

The task force is expected to meetings on a regular basis to review the new system and to make recommendations for improving it.
T-shirt company seeks A.S. money

continued from page 1A

However, "there's another contract that flows from the old contract," Gurion said. "In the old contract, Friday and Silcox told them another contract had been signed. The new contract, on Thanksgiving, when I talked to the T-shirt company, was signed with congratulations. Gurion said Silcox signed a contract for 300 T-shirts. Silcox said "she's not available" to discuss things with Rice, and Silcox said she would bring the T-shirts to Gurion when she got in the mail. Gurion said he learned yesterday that she had not received them.

"They're not going to be used with express permission of its owner."

"We have to use in a signed contract," Gurion said, "but there is a contract for 300 T-shirts on Friday and was not notified." Gurion said he did not sign any contracts with G. W. Curtis. She was thankful for the time she spent talking with Gurion, CFA, and a partner, "She told me any money out of it," said. "I gave a free T-shirt and that's about it."

Search on for missing CalPRG organizer

continued from page 1A

disappearance in the San Jose Police Department on Thursday.

"Day said today's search of SJSU student John Curtis, is the last place he was seen. He suggested that the police records, said "we have over 200 witnesses of Edson's."

"Day was thinking, I hadn't seen him walking down the street and we gathered each other's information," said. "It was wearing one of those dark blue navy jackets."

"Day called a friend, Markovic, who was also co-worker in the building.

"The building was closed for several hours," said. He said the room was cleaned out and the contents were destroyed. The fire also destroyed several of the electrical systems. The building was closed for several hours, and the contents were destroyed. The fire also destroyed several of the electrical systems.

"Edson has determined that the Nov. 28, 1981 fire destroyed this cabinet in the office of the UC President's Office."

"The Dunham Family fire destroyed this cabinet"

Dunham Ranch lab fire accidental, official says

By Herb Makarides

The State Fire Marshal's office said that the fire, which burned out of the lab's electrical panel, resulted in a small chemical spill and minor smoke damage. The room had been cleaned out and the contents were destroyed. The fire also destroyed several of the electrical systems.

"We give you a free T-shirt and that's about it."

"I called his place the next night, Monday night, and he didn't call me back," said. "I don't think he's seen Rob in three days," said. "I'm not sure he's seen Rob in three days."

"Rice said the Homecoming commute resulted in a small chemical spill and minor smoke damage. The room had been cleaned out and the contents were destroyed. The fire also destroyed several of the electrical systems."

"I was just wondering, I hadn't seen him walking down the street and we gathered each other's information," said. "It was wearing one of those dark blue navy jackets."

"Edson has called a friend, Markovic, who was also co-worker in the building."

"The building was closed for several hours," said. He said the room was cleaned out and the contents were destroyed. The fire also destroyed several of the electrical systems.

"Edson has determined that the Nov. 28, 1981 fire destroyed this cabinet in the office of the UC President's Office.

"The Dunham Family fire destroyed this cabinet"

"The Dunham Family fire destroyed this cabinet"

CFA lobbyists at reception

By Rhawn Kasenmas

Daily staff writer

It is an effort to bring the California Faculty Association members and other faculty together to lobby lawmakers and address and exchange their views with legislative leaders.

"It was a great meeting," said. "It was a great meeting."

"The reception was a success on the lawn of her home here in San Francisco. I called his place the next night, Monday night, and he didn't call me back," said. "I don't think he's seen Rob in three days," said. "I'm not sure he's seen Rob in three days."

"Rice said the Homecoming commute resulted in a small chemical spill and minor smoke damage. The room had been cleaned out and the contents were destroyed. The fire also destroyed several of the electrical systems."

"I was just wondering, I hadn't seen him walking down the street and we gathered each other's information," said. "It was wearing one of those dark blue navy jackets."

"Edson has called a friend, Markovic, who was also co-worker in the building."

"The building was closed for several hours," said. He said the room was cleaned out and the contents were destroyed. The fire also destroyed several of the electrical systems.

"Edson has determined that the Nov. 28, 1981 fire destroyed this cabinet in the office of the UC President's Office."

"The Dunham Family fire destroyed this cabinet"

Hijack victim's mother mourns

(UCSB) — The mother of hijack victim Brian Marie Ingenkamp said Monday she was glad she spoke with her eldest daughter last summer when the two met at a hijack victims' reunion.

"This arrangement, including a Remembrance Foundation center for aid, are set for Friday after Ingenkamp's body was returned."

"I was very happy to be with my daughter this past summer," said Prominent Peterson said in a brief news conference on the town of her home where the victim was born in the early 1940s. "I was very happy to be with my daughter this past summer," said. Prominent Peterson said in a brief news conference on the town of her home where the victim was born in the early 1940s.
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Letting the time fly by

Y
ou HAVE TO WAND how much the Spartan football team really wanted to win its game.

Saturday night against Nevada-Las Vegas, SJSU's 1985 football team produced an offensive performance that was nowhere to be found in the record books of the 1983 football season.

The Spartans were fifth in the West Coast Conference in the number of three-and-out situations, and in the number of times they failed to convert a first down on their opening possession. They were second in the conference in the number of times they fumbled, and in the number of times they were penalized.

But when the score was called, the Spartans were fourth in the West Coast Conference in the number of points scored. And they were third in the conference in the number of times they scored touchdowns.

In the fourth quarter, the Spartans scored touchdown after touchdown, and in the final two minutes of the game, they scored three touchdowns in a row.

The Spartans needed to beat the Ducks in order to win the conference title. They didn't. They lost.

The Spartans were not a good enough team to win the conference title. And they knew it.

By the way, SJSU did call a timeout with 29 seconds remaining in the game.

Doug Allen hits K.C. Clark for a gain of two yards, and the game is all but over.

Sizing up the situation:

Doug Allen, who had just run the ball 20 yards and was easily moved by the ball, 20 yards from the sideline, and lost 18 yards.

SJSU needed to call one of its two remaining timeouts, but instead, the Spartans put the ball at the Rebels' 40. The clock shows 1:11.

Instead of calling one of its two remaining timeouts, SJSU put the ball at the Rebels' 40. The clock shows 1:11.

The situation:

Doug Allen hits K.C. Clark for a gain of two yards, and the game is all but over.
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**Sports**

**Still fishing**

Boakamper continues quest for Super Bowl ring

By Anne Spandau

Daily staff writer

Yes, Brian Heery will be wrestling again.

He will compete in his second straight national championships this week. He won the California State meet last week and now he will be in the national championships to be held at the University of Southern California.

"I think the athletes are in the best of circumstances," said Heery.

"They want to prove themselves and they've been training quite a bit. Now is the time to be doing this," he said.

"I think the competition will be very tough, maybe even tougher than last year. But I'm hoping for a better result this year," he said.

Heery said he has been training hard for this season and he is looking forward to the competition.

"I'm looking forward to the challenge," he said. "I think I can improve on my performance from last year.

**Wrestlers facing tough competition**

By Anne Spandau

Daily staff writer

The national championships are a tough competition for all wrestlers. The competition is intense, and the wrestlers are looking to prove themselves.

"I think the athletes are in the best of circumstances," said Heery.

"They want to prove themselves and they've been training quite a bit. Now is the time to be doing this," he said.

"I think the competition will be very tough, maybe even tougher than last year. But I'm hoping for a better result this year," he said.

Heery said he has been training hard for this season and he is looking forward to the competition.

"I'm looking forward to the challenge," he said. "I think I can improve on my performance from last year.

**Gymnast adds Irish spring**

By Anne Spandau

Daily staff writer

"It was great," Heery said. "It was a great National Championships event at age 11 in Dublin at the Grange Gym.

"We feel fortunate that we had a chance to have Brian here," he said. "Everyone was very happy and on time to remain injury free. Everyone was coming to the National Championships event this year because they knew it was going to be better than the competition.

"It was great," he said. "It was the biggest competition event in the state of California.

"I'm going to enter the National Championships event next year. I've been training for this event for a long time and I want to see how I can improve on my performance this year.

**Christmas Cards**

...make the season merry and show you've remembered someone special!

**Spartan Bookstore**

*Spartan Daily*

*Service is Our Major*
**Spartan Daily**

**Tuesday, November 30, 1987**

**A Thanksgiving tradition as big as the Super Bowl**

EVERYONE SHOUL HAVE some sort of tradition. It's something that would be great to take part in and look forward to all year round. For me, Thanksgiving is one of those occasions when things just seem to tick along perfectly.

Since that faithful day of Thanksgiving, no one has changed my opinion. In fact, it's the one day of the year where I really feel that my expectations are met. I feel that my expectations are met because I know that I can count on spending time with family and friends, and enjoying a delicious meal together.

There's something about the atmosphere on Thanksgiving that brings people together. It's a time when everyone seems to slow down and appreciate the good things in life. I love how Thanksgiving allows us to reflect on all that we're grateful for and to spend time with the people we love.

As Thanksgiving approaches, I'm already looking forward to the delicious food, the warm company, and the holiday spirit. I can't wait to sit down with my loved ones and enjoy a meal together, just like we always have on this special day.

In the meantime, I'll be preparing for Thanksgiving, just like I always do. I'll be making sure that I have all the ingredients I need, and that I've planned out the perfect menu. I can't wait to see everyone's faces when they step through the door and say, "It smells good in here!"

The anticipation is building, and I can't wait to start cooking. I'll be spending the next few days in the kitchen, baking pies, making stuffing, and cooking the turkey. It's a lot of work, but it's all worth it in the end.

Thanksgiving is a time to give thanks for all that we have, and to celebrate the people who make our lives special. I'm grateful for every day I have with my loved ones, and I'm especially grateful for this wonderful tradition that we share together. Happy Thanksgiving to everyone!
When Spartan football first kicked off back in 1895, they weren’t playing football at all. They played with a ball that looked squashed, as if Orson Welles had at one time used it as a whoopie cushion. They didn’t wear pads or helmets and used such terminology as “scrum,” “try,” “hooker” and “mauls.”

They were playing rugby. The game of rugby was developed in Europe from soccer, and American football was derived from rugby. Rugby was a popular sport in the United States in the early 20th century, but after World War I, rugby was sidelined. However, in 1970, SJSU once again began playing rugby, not as an NCAA-sanctioned sport, but as a club sport. The 1985 Spartan team is made up of undergrads and grads as well. Presently, the SJSU rugby club is 4-3, with their next game at 1 p.m. Saturday against Hayward.

Rugby is played on a field 120 yards long and 75 yards wide. According to the rules, each team consists of 15 players. The game is broken into two 40-minute halves with a rest period in between. When the ball is in play, it may be kicked, carried or thrown but cannot be thrown or knocked forward with the hand or arm.

The objective in rugby is to gain possession of the ball and touch it down across the opposing team’s goal line — “touchdown.”

To many Americans, rugby looks like a strange sport. However, that great American sport we call football, is nothing more than a brutal variation of rugby. For instance, a touchdown in football is what rugby calls a “try” (4 points). An extra point is nothing more than a conversion after a try (2 points). In rugby, when a player does not think he can carry the ball over the goal line, he may dropkick the ball over the crossbar for three points. So comes the field goal in American football.

According to SJSU rugby club coach Dr. Ron Macbeth, there is a philosophical difference between rugby and its distant cousin football. In rugby the injury rate is very low because rugby players try to avoid a collision and pass off the ball when they are going to get hit.

The thought of rugby brings to mind “The Play” of the Cal-Stanford game of two years ago. When Cal scored on a kickoff return, it seemed as if the Stanford band was marching onto the field. Cal wasn’t playing football at all, it was playing rugby.

The two teams interlock in a pile, with the front forwards of each team pushing against one another. The pile is packed down, held up by the players’ legs and is heaved by the players’ shoulders. When the ball is heaved out of the crowd, it may be picked up and passed and the action resumes. In American sports, the face-off in hockey and the jump ball in basketball, can be attributed to the scrum.

According to SJSU rugby club coach Dr. Ron Macbeth, there is a philosophical difference between rugby and its distant cousin football. In rugby the injury rate is very low because rugby players try to avoid a collision and pass off the ball when they are going to get hit.

The thought of rugby brings to mind “The Play” of the Cal-Stanford game of two years ago. When Cal scored on a kickoff return, it seemed as if the Stanford band was marching onto the field. Cal wasn’t playing football at all, it was playing rugby.
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Football team finishes with worst record since 1970

continued from page 1B


Injuries mask problem

The strange lack of intensity that pervaded the team for much of the season isn't the only mystery that remains unsolved in thisSJU. After all, aren't they supposed to be the best one-two scoring punch in the league? But these and other injuries seemed to be a lot of reasons for the Spartans' poor season. From the top, all the way down, they just couldn't get on track.

Injuries mask problem

Injuries don't resolve the problems — they mask it.

The single, sad fact is that this year's Spartan football team just wasn't as good as it looked.

It wasn't always the same problem. In some games, they lost because of a few sloppy passes that deflected into the opposite hands. Other times, the defense wasn't all that it was supposed to be. Either way, the secondary did the big problems.

Shuffle hard on offense

Injuries do resolve the problems. Injuries do change the offense. In the same game against l'acit it)

UNLV favored to win league

The Fullerton State game featured a several times he carried four or five defenders five or six yards down the field. He also threw five interceptions, including a defensive end."

One thing is certain, though. Whatever they do, it will have to be a lot better next season.
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Football players put on probation

Spartan City brawl ends in court

By David Leland

Three SJSU football players pleaded guilty to charges of violating the city's camping at large ordinance following an August 5 brawl in a downtown shopping mall.

Ronald Kirk and Steven Brown were each sentenced to 90 days in jail and had their driving privileges revoked for two years. The third player, a junior, was sentenced to 60 days in jail and 30 days of community service.

The players were arrested after a fight broke out near the Sears store at the River Park Mall.

A fourth player, who was not identified, was sentenced to 30 days in jail and 30 days of community service.
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men's Cotton Boxer Shorts... for Women?

A very perspective mother of an Eastern college said reports that her daughter and friends had been buying up senior cotton boxer shorts and wearing them on their backs for years. It seems that the world of fashion is undergoing a major shift.

SARATOGA VILLAGE HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE Friday, November 29, 1985 6 to 10 pm

Come browse the shops, partake of refreshments & enjoy live entertainment throughout the Village along Big Basin Way.

Alpha Tau Omega house retains IFC soccer title

By Steve Pipe

The Alpha Tau Omega house has retained its Inter-Fraternity Council soccer title by outplaying Sigma Phi Epsilon 2-0 on Friday.

The game was played on the Alpha Tau Omega field, and the final score was 2-0 in favor of the home team.

Some team members will participate in the Los Angeles Invitational on December 1, and the Alpha Tau Omega team will play a friendly match against Sigma Phi Epsilon on February 2.

Join us in a Gala Evening!
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Drive a Few Miles & Dine in Europe!

Vienna Woods Delicatessen Restaurant & Outside Terrace

European Fountain Food in an Intimate Atmosphere

Open 7 Days 14576 Big Basin Way 
867-2410

Patio Level Plaza Del Robles

Vienna Woods Delicatessen

A complete selection of kitchenware and Christmas gifts

Eastfield Junior Academy's Gourmet Kitchen Shop

Bath Paddle

A Gift from the Swiss Alps

SARATOGA VILLAGE

Holiday Gift Giving Ideas At The Mitre Box

- nutcrackers
- collector dolls
- jewelry
- prints
- unique baskets
- photo frames

Creative Custom Framing

Over 1,000 Moldings to Select From

Open 10-5 Daily
12-4 Sunday
867-2870

Saratoga Ave.

Saratoga Plaza

Bakery

Located in Saratoga Shopping Center

1440 Big Basin Way

Shop Saratoga Village

Saratoga Village
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BONUS COUPONS FOR MEMBERS

FREE ALIGNMENT INSPECTION
IF YOUR ALIGNMENT NEEDS CORRECTION WE ARE ABLE TO QUICKLY PERFORM THIS SERVICE AT A NOMINAL FEE WITHOUT OBLIGATION. 5 YR / 50,000 MILE ALIGNMENT PROGRAM AVAILABLE.

FREE BRAKE INSPECTION
BE CONFIDENT OF YOUR ABILITY TO STOP SAFELY WE WILL INSPECT YOUR BRAKE SYSTEM FOR WEAR AT NO CHARGE OR OBLIGATION.

FREE TIRE MOUNTING*
(EXCEPT SPLIT RIMS, ALL HAND MOUNTS AND SOME MOTORHOMES)

FREE TIRE ROTATION
WE RECOMMEND ROTATION INSPECTION 5,000 MILES AFTER INITIAL INSTALLATION AND EVERY 10,000 MILES THEREAFTER TO ENSURE THE CARE OF YOUR TIRE INVESTMENT.

FREE SUSPENSION SYSTEM INSPECTION
PROTECT YOUR TIRE INVESTMENT WE INSPECT YOUR UNDER CAR COMPONENTS FOR WEAR AT NO CHARGE OR OBLIGATION.

DISCOUNT MEMBERSHIP PASS
KEEP THIS I.D. CARD IN YOUR WALLET

Fits Most:
DATSUN, TOYOTA,
VW, MAZDA, COLT,
PRELUDE, FIAT and others.

3 YEAR/30,000 MILE LIMITED WARRANTY
Parts and Labor
(Front Struts Only)

MADE BY
MONROE AUTO EQUIPMENT COMPANY

$39.95
(ea. installed)